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Provisional members made into Full members this
year have to pay the Full member rate.
New members wishing to join should send a
cheque payable to Chelsea Spelæological
Society along with their membership application
form to the Secretary. Members who are renewing
a subscription should sent the payment to the
Treasurer. The committee will normally consider
voting provisional members up to full membership
after 6 months by which time they should have
become known.
Provisional membership can be extended for
another 6 months, but only once, if a Provisional
Member has been unable to become known
socially and as an active caver within the club.
Please contact the Treasurer with any queries.
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megbooksales@gsgroup.
demon.co.uk
or the Grampian SG
stand at Hidden Earth

Thanks to all those who have provided
material for this newsletter, please keep
it coming

Mark Lumley

Please send all material to:

Mark Lumley,
The Creative Edge
7 Langleys Lane,
Clapton, Radstock,
Somerset BA3 4DX
The views expressed in the Newsletter are those of the author of the article and do not necessarily represent the views of the Society.

Apologies for yet another late
newsletter but I’ve been busy
working on a campaign to inform
people of the implications of what
may happen if Unconventional Gas
Extraction (Fracking for Shale Gas
and Coal Bed Methane) comes to
the Mendips.
PEDL licences cover much of
Somerset including the Mendip
hills and UK Methane have
expressed an interest in test drilling
in the north Mendip area.
Together with other local
residents we have formed a group
Gas Field Free Mendip which is
generating a lot of support including

that of our local MP Tessa Munt.
It was gratifying to see a turnout
of over 70 people at a meeting
we arranged in Chewton Mendip
village hall on a sweltering July
16 and great to see that the local
papers are picking up the story and
running with it.
It is also reassuring to see
that BANES (Bath and North
East Somerset Council) have
unanimously (60 for, 1 abstention)
put forward a motion expressing
their opposition to fracking in
the area. We hope that Somerset
County Council and Mendip
District Council will show the

same resolve on this issue and
that the Government gets the clear
message that people do not want
to be guinea pigs for yet another
fossil fuel process that is causing
problems elsewhere in the world
when we should be directing
efforts into improving renewable
energy technologies and going
some way towards meeting our low
carbon energy targets as outlined
by the Climate Change Committee
www.theccc.org.uk.
Although not an avid follower
of the UK Caving Forum ukcaving.
com it is reassuring to see that
a thread I started on the subject
back in late May has received over
5,500 hits and over 100 replies
(mostly reasoned debate!). The
implications of spillage or leaks
into the Mendip caves and mines,
the risk of pollution to the region’s
reservoirs and compromise of the
supply of water to the hot springs
at Bath is of great concern, and the
industrialisation of the area would
clearly have an impact on cavers
and others visiting the region.
For more information about the
campaign, specific concerns for the
Mendip area as identified by local
applied geologist Gareth Thomas,
and what fracking is doing to other
areas visit:
www.gasfieldfreemendip.org
Mark Lumley
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Montenegro 2013
by Joe Duxbury

The expedition to Montenegro
this year was a much lower-key event
than previously. We had been told at
the end of the 2012 expedition that
there was an 'overflow resurgence'
above Spila Risanska that became
active after heavy rain. There was
no way we could discover this in
the summer, so a small expedition
was arranged for March, when we
hoped that the main resurgences
would be flowing strongly, and that
the overflow might be visible. We
also wanted to investigate a large
hole that Paul Taylor and I had seen
last year, and to explore some of
the most promising holes that were
discovered, but not descended, in
2012.
So, on Sunday 24 March, Paul
Taylor and Steve Tomalin (GSS),
Robin Weare (Hades CC), and
myself flew to Dubrovnik airport.
We collected a hired SUV and drove
across the border into Montenegro
and on to Risan, where we had
rented an apartment. On the way we
were thrilled to see Sopot, the large
resurgence cave right by the road,
flowing strongly.
I had contacted some British
residents of Risan before we left
the UK, and after we had settled in
our accommodation ("The Violet
House"), we met them in Risan. They
were very helpful, and arranged for
us to meet Branko, a Montenegrin
neighbour of theirs, the next morning.
So on Monday morning Branko
guided us across the hills immediately
above Risan. Although we were
principally interested in finding the
reported overflow resurgence, he
took us to see some other caves. Two
of them, Gornja (Upper) and Donja
(Lower) Pokljuka, close to the new
road, are marked on the map, and
are just large chambers with short
passages at the back. Further down
the hill, by the old road, he showed
us Chavlja Jama, an open pot, and
nearby Chavlja Pećina, a cave with
a large, mossy-sloped opening,
neither of which are marked. We also
stopped to look at a small cave with
branches across its entrance, and we
assumed this had been used to keep
goats in.
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Pokljuka and Chavlja sites

In the afternoon we investigated
the canyon beside the new road, in
which we'd spotted some holes.
There was nothing of any size.
We also went to look at Spila, the
resurgence close to Risan, which is
used to supply water to the town.
This too had a good flow of water
coming from it.
The next day we went to look for
the overflow resurgence. There was
a smaller tributary stream coming
down a gully (normally dry) on the
left bank slightly downstream from
Spila entrance (point 1 on the map
below), and this looked to be a good
candidate. We drove up the old road
and found the creek bed above the
Austro-Hungarian military bridge
(point 2). Below it and to the east, Paul
found a stream, which we followed
uphill until we found it coming from
under a boulder right beside the road
down from Ledenice (point 3). We
believe this stream has come from
underground, and is not just surface
run-off, because the stream bed is
full of tufa. Unfortunately there was
no prospect of getting into it.
We returned to the Violet House
for lunch, then used the rest of the day

Paul pokes a stick into the source of the tributary
stream
Photo: Joe Duxbury

The stream from the overflow resurgence

had looked so promising, there were
no caves there at all. The high cliffs
on two sides came down to the base,
which was full of moss-covered
boulders, and there was neither a
gaping shaft, nor any promising
holes in the cliffs.
As a consolation for having
dragged the Subra cavers out on
a wild goose chase, Robin and I
took them into Road Sign Cave
(descended in 2010) for a short trip
of about 3½ hours.

Tributary stream below Spila Photo: Joe Duxbury

to drive all round the massif that PT4
lies in. This is a huge area, more than
60 square kilometres, with no roads
into it, only a few farms, and some
deserted villages. On the east side,
the rock strata are very shattered, and
we saw no signs of caves.
Prior to leaving the UK, I had
made contact with cavers in the local
Herceg Novi Mountain Club 'Subra',
and had invited them to join us when
we went to investigate a big hole
lined by cliffs, on the hillside above
the hamlet of Ubalac, which Paul and
I had spotted last year.

After the Subra team had left us,
we had dinner and retired to the MM
Park Bar in Risan. There had been
a Montenegro - England football
match that day, and we found
ourselves being offered free rounds
of beer!
That was two of our objectives
knocked off, so on Thursday we tried
to find some of the caves found, but
not descended, in the Jastrin do area
in 2012.We found a cave beside an
upstanding fin of rock which had
not been marked, so Paul, Steve and
Robin descended and surveyed this
while I went further up the hill and
found a humungous deep doline. I
tried to get down into it, but without
a rope, all the options were too steep.
Traversing a bit further round the
hillside, I relocated a deep open cleft,
which matched the grid reference left
by Matt and Mandy Voysey, close to
two pronounced and striking rock
arches.
We looked at some holes on the
other side of the valley that looked
promising from a distance, but they
weren't. On the way back we met a
local called George, who offered to
show us a cave with 3 lakes! (Where
have we heard that before?)

The big hole
Photo: Joe Duxbury

So on Wednesday morning, we
met Danilo, Dejan, and Igor in Risan,
and they followed us in their car
while Paul drove the SUV along the
track to Ubalac. This had been a fine
track to walk along, but in the SUV it
was hair-raising – narrow, rough, and
with a drop of 800 m straight down
to Risan. When we eventually got
into the bottom of the hole, which

That night it started to rain, and
it was still raining heavily the next
morning. As walking over the hills
was out, we had a day off, and drove
to Kotor. (For reference, the Pirate
Bar was closed!) On the way we
stopped to look at the resurgence of
Ljuta, and this too was thundering
with water. Paul reckoned there was
something like the flow of half the
river Wye coming out of it!

That evening, we went to the
Subra headquarters in Herceg
Novi, where I gave a report on our
expeditions to Montenegro. One
of their members gave an excellent
running translation, and the talk
seemed to be appreciated. We talked
about permits, and who to inform
about our discoveries, and about
co-operation, and they ought to be
a good club to team up with in the
future. After a meal in a nearby
restaurant, we returned to the car
to find we had a parking ticket, for
being parked in a place we'd been
told was OK. However we couldn't
understand what we were meant to
do with it, and drove back to Risan.

Ljuta Photo: Joe Duxbury

At Kotor we looked at the
resurgences of Škurda and Gurdić,
either side of the old walled town
(they too were boiling furiously),
and walked round the walls. As
we had never driven round the bay
before, we opted to do that, and came
back via the ferry. When we passed
Sopot, the flow out of it was even
greater than before, and at Spila it
was absolutely belting out! And this
had come from nothing after about
18 hours' steady rain.
On the last full day it was dull, but
not raining. Robin and I went back
up the hill to the open hole (Twin
Arch Pot) and Robin rigged and
descended it. It was about 15 m deep,
and although a short passage led to a
skylight in an adjacent doline to the
south, there was no way on. Just to
the north, under an overhang, was
Twin Arch Cave. I rigged this, and
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there was a short drop of 8m into a
chamber. This connected to another,
larger chamber with two skylights,
but there was no onward passage.
Paul and Steve met George, and
also Ljuba (our guide from 2011), and
were shown to PB25, the cave with
the lakes! Afterwards they followed
the track to PT4 to investigate the
condition of the cave, and found the
area had been devastated by fire. Not
only was PT4 not draughting, but nor
was Vjetrena Presjeka, the rift that
is passed on the way down to PT4,
which usually has a strong draught
coming from it.

Sopot Photo: Paul Taylor

Spila in full flow Photo: Joe Duxbury

Any

On Sunday 31 March we were up
early, packed and left about 9 am. As
we drove along it occurred to us that
perhaps Montenegro (and Croatia)
had put their clocks forward as well
as the UK. They had! So although we
didn't have any spare time, we weren't
late, and our plane was on time.
So, we managed to fulfil all the
objectives of the expedition, and the
sight of the resurgences in flood backs
up our belief that there are massive
passages under the mountains on the
coast of Kotor Bay. We think there is a
strong incentive to attempt to dive them
deeper than has been achieved so far.

Robin surveying Photo: Joe Duxbury

Twin Arch Pot Photo: Joe Duxbury

Old Bags

out there?

by Mark ‘Gonzo’ Lumley

A Hard Rock Cafe clean up by the HRC and REU diggers is currently underway with 50 loads removed from the cave and
another 50 bagged and on their way out.
Material left underground for more that 5 years unattended is just rotting away and we estimate that there are 300 more
rubblesack-loads of composted old sleeping bags, camp clothes and other detritus from casual visitors who have used the
facility and not returned to collect their stuff. Everything is being bundled into small, easily managed, loads.
We are establishing drop points at the top of White Passage, Big Chamber and the end of the Entrance Crawl.
To help with this we need tacklebags to ferry kit through the entrance crawl or out to CNWC, so if you have old bags that
are past their best and you can spare them please leave them at Whitewalls and we will put them to good use.
We will be inviting the many clubs and universities that have used the camp in the past to assist in this clear up in the
winter. Once the clean up is complete the current diggers will maintain a more compact camp for digging and rescue
purposes and kit left for more than 5 years will be removed.
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HSCC club trip to Devon
by Andy Watson

The Hampshire Scouts Caving
Club met up at the White Hart
in Buckfastleigh and stayed at
the Devon Speleological Society
bunkhouse, now known as the
South Dartmoor Bunkhouse and
there were 14 of us on this club trip.
On the Saturday I had arranged
for a leader to take us to Bunkers
Hole which is one of the prettiest
of the Devon caves; it has two
entrances that are not gated with
a squeeze in between them and
then a locked gate before a tight
squeeze section that leads into the
pretty Fin Chamber. The squeeze
into the chamber is quite tight and
unfortunately we had a refusal
from Philip and David, the rest of
us managed with a lot of pushing,
panting and grumbling. There are
a number of fine formations in Fin
Chamber, a lovely curtain, some
good flow stone and many crystals.
In the same wooded quarry
there is a small short cave by the
Limekiln called Shaky Hole which
Gavin, I and Richard went in and
we found a small stream and some
pretty formations.
Geoff Dommett, our hallowed
leader for Bunkers Hole, then took
us to Potters Wood Mine/Cave and
showed us the entrance and then he
had to leave. The mine entrance,
an old oil drum, leads to a sizeable
passage some 6-7 feet high and
5 feet wide which has about 14
inches of water on the floor and
after about 120 feet or so it closes
down. On the right-hand side
there is a climb up on precarious
boulders which leads to a wriggly
connection to Potters Wood Cave
which comes out in another part
of the hill close by. Ralph climbed
up this and nearly plummeted and
decided it was too slippery, Gavin
then tried climbing up and was
successful and I followed him up
and we managed to get through
the slightly awkward and rather

dirty connection tube through to
the main Potters Wood cave which
is very muddy. We came out of the
other entrance slightly worse for
wear and met some of the others
coming in to have a look.
On the Sunday we split into
two groups and went to Afton Red
Rift and Bakers Pit. Our group
went to Afton Red Rift and it has
not improved very much since our
last trip. After this we drove to
Chudleigh where I had the contact
name for somebody who lived
and worked in the Rock Garden
Centre With Tearooms! and was
also a Devon caver. Kindly John
showed us round the caves from the
artificial Rock Garden Cave which
is a ‘made up’ Victorian grotto,
along to Chudleigh Cave No.21
which is a short corkscrew rift,
then to Little Africa Cave which is
a reasonably sized wide rift albeit
short in length. After this we went to
John’s dig which they have renamed
as Big Breeze Cave and the dig is
quite promising and has some pretty
formations. We progressed onto
Chudleigh Cavern which is the short
show cave and went to the end and
down below into quite a deep rift
‘not without interest’. We briefly

looked at the excavated cave to the
left of Chudleigh Cavern entrance
but did not go in.
We then left the garden and went
into the Clifford Estate where there
are a number of caves on the cliffs
on the northside Kate Brook (the
stream) the largest of which is Pixies
Hole, a gated cave, which at this time
of year has restricted access due to
the roosting bats. Just past here is
Bruce’s rift where John was trying
to prove that I was rather fatter than
he was and I promptly went in the
wrong way up and got rather stuck
and decided that this was not really
a cave but made and it was notable
that we have no other volunteers.
From here we went across Kate
Brook to look at the caves on the far
side namely Clifford’s Cave which
I had read the description of and
this had put off all other cavers in
our group. However, John was very
enthusiastic and we, John and I,
spent about an hour in the cave. It
was a very interesting stream cave
albeit rather tight and muddy. I will
revisit his cave at some point in the
future without a doubt, but having
done Afton red rift in the morning
and being rather short of time I did
not carry out a full trip.

Curtain in Fin Chamber, Bunkers Hole.
Photo: Andy Watson
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Renewed Interest in
Pwll Estrys by John Stevens
During the bat count in Agen Allwedd (28-01-2012)
with Peter Smith, Mike Read and myself we came across
two bats mating at the start of Trident Passage. Peter
identified them as Daubentons Bats and was intrigued, as
this species does not enter a cave for any great distance.
We normally only spot them in cracks in the entrance
series but only very rarely beyond Stream Passage
junction. So for them to be that far into the system
indicated that they had used a different route.
I recalled that Steve Pedrazolli said he had seen several
bats emerging from the large doline above Llangattock
Swallet. But by the time he had walked up to it they had
stopped emerging. With this in mind Peter and myself
went to look of possible entrances in this doline on 2302-2012. We moved many boulders until I managed
to destabilise a slope and crushed my finger. That was
the end of caving for me for 6 weeks. However on the
evening of 25-03 I walked up with a bat detector to see
if I could find their exit point. No joy, so the following
evening I positioned myself outside Pwll Estrys. Here
I saw at least 15 bats exit, of various species in the 30
minutes I monitored the entrance. From the Llangattock
Swallet valley a bat exiting from Pwll Estrys would seem
to be coming over the doline lip and dropping down into
the valley. So maybe Pwll Estrys has always been the
source for the bats.
We now had a possible exit location for the Aggy bats
in the far reaches of Main Passage. It was not until this
year that I returned to see if I could find where in the
cave the bats were going. On 06-05-2013 I decided that
I would resurvey the cave and have a look for possible
leads.
The entrance leads to a small chamber under the
gritstone with a route back under boulders to a 3m climb
down to a mid level chamber. Bat guano was seen here.
The route on was down a 6m free climbable shaft to a
too tight rift at the base (A). I didn’t see guano here but it
might be just too drippy. Back in the mid level chamber
I thought a dig in the boulders to the SE could follow a
solid wall and was worth returning for (C).
I thought I had better publish this survey as it is
already out of date.
A couple of weeks later (25-05) saw Matt and Mandy
Voysey join me for a look. Mandy immediately spotted
a small hole directly beneath the 3m climb into the mid
level chamber. This was quickly opened up, to reveal a
shaft with black spaces at the base. The following day
we returned with a rope and bucket to continue emptying
the shaft. We were stopped by two large boulders above
a 2-3m drop (B). Once these were removed we should be
able to enter the seemingly open passage beneath.
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Editor’s Note
On Saturday 15th June Matt and Mandy Voysey returned to Pwll
Estrys with Mark Lumley, a drill and more robust digging material. The
boulders and a flake in the wall were dealt with to reveal a drop of 3m into
a rift with a parallel aven and a loose, constricted crawl beneath boulders
below. Exiting through the breakthrough was an alarming affair! With the
unstable nature of the cave, both at the entrance and in the exposed rift, the
team decided that the best way forward was to remove all the loose material
from the entrance down in order to gain safer access to the dig itself.
Work continued on Sunday 14th June until a collapse which left two
large boulders perched precariously midway down the entrance rift. These
will be dealt with on our next visit but please by advised that the cave is
currently blocked and unsafe.

Miss Grace’s
Lane Cave
by Joe Duxbury

4 May 2013
Rachael Cottam, Richard Dewsnap, Joe Duxbury, Tim Gibbs, Matt & Mandy Voysey
We all managed to meet at the right place at
about the right time, and we used Matt and Mandy’s
rope and slings to rig the entrance. Everyone opted
to abseil down the entrance shaft. We took off our
SRT kit at the bottom, and I led the way. Just as well,
because the rest of the party would have missed the
sideways step into Spring Fever.
First of all I just ploughed on in a straight line,
from Breakdown Chamber, through Dome Chamber
and Nurden Hall to the dead end. So, back to Dome
Chamber and we found our way to Dog Tooth
Chamber, where we admired the crystals of Dog
Tooth Spar. We tried a couple of holes in the floor
(I was trying to find the La-La Slide, but failed) and
got nowhere, except back to Dog Tooth Chamber.
Then I read the directions, instead of trying to
interpret the survey, and we found the right hole in
Nurden Hall. This got us to the Shattered Drop, and
we went to look at the Phreatic Causeway: nicely
phreatic. On to Six Way Junction, across the Satanic
Traverses (much better ledges than the Traverses in
OFD III) to Fin Pillar Junction. More of the canyon,
all the way to Plummet Junction. Then into some

small, meanders to Deep Rift, where we stopped,
because the description advised us that to go any
further would get us wet and muddy. We went a little
way back into the meanders, and found a convenient
spot to eat whatever food we had.
On the way back I tried to follow one of the
canyons at floor level; not a particularly good idea,
as it became completely blocked by boulders and I
had to be given a pull up at the handhold-less top.
However we did opt for the Phreatic Drop route
back from Six Way Junction, just for variety, and
made our way steadily back to the entrance, without
visiting Dog Tooth Chamber again.
Once we had rekitted, we all chose to either
prussik or self-line up the shaft, and so there was no
need to alter the rigging.
If the interval before the next trip is not too long,
we might remember enough to have a look at some
of the other passages: the New Year Series, the LaLa Slide ...
A fine trip of about 5 hours.

CSS MENDIP WEEKEND
by Paul Tarrant

This year's Mendip BBQ
was very well attended with
17 CSS bods turning up for the
Saturday evening BBQ which
was run excellently by Jackie &
Lee. Earlier in the day Lee ran
a trip to Upper Flood with John
Stevens, Mike Read & Frank
Longwill. Have a look on John
Stevens' Facebook page to see
some very impressive pictures
of the place. Matt & Mandy
did a bit of Eastwater, and John
Cooper, Duncan Price and a few
others joined Alison Moody for
a trip down Cuthberts Swallet.

Others with a variety of injuries
preventing
caving,
visited
the Netherworld of Mendip
exhibition in Wells and very good
it was too, with several Mendip
based CSS bods featuring in the
photographs or having helped
with the displays.
The BBQ required the services
of J & L's gazebo as it came on
to rain quite heavily, but this
did not dampen our spirits and
we all enjoyed a fab BBQ, with
some very attractive salad stuff
supplied by Jackie. The deserts
were very alcoholic! The evening

was rounded off in the Hunters,
there just being room to squeeze
a pint in.
Sunday saw several of us
wander down Swildon's for the
obligatory Sump watching - it's
actually a duck at the moment.
Great weekend for everybody.
The SMCC hut was good
accommodation and is currently
being upgraded. Big thank you to
Jackie and Lee who worked hard
to make the event so good. And
thanks to everyone who turned up
to make it a great weekend.
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Muddy
Waters

It really should have been entitled
Cloudy Waters but this will get more
hits from search engines. It began on
the 8th June, when I was on a solo
trip to add detail to Pete Cousin’s
centreline from Cascade Inlet down
to Deep Water in Agen Allwedd. I
had got down to the prime point at
Deep Water but I had turned back
when I was about to loose my footing
while holding paper and pencil above
my head as I waded chest deep in
deepening water. Maybe a wetsuit
or neofleece might be a better idea
for this next section which I was
later told by a party coming the other
way, was swimming for parts of it.
It does seem to have been scoured
out since I last went through. So after
warming up a shade I made my way
back upstream looking for the high
level passages. I think I will need
to return to verify a couple of these
as some don’t seem to correspond
to the old surveys very well. Once
upstream of Chocolate Passage I
made rapid progress but was still in
muddy water, which I thought would
have cleared by now, as I had taken
a few hours sketching the passage. I
assumed there was another party in
the cave which had come down Main
Stream Passage. Only when I passed
Cascade Inlet and was in crystal clear
water as I approached North West
Junction did I realise something was
odd. I retraced my steps to Cascade
Inlet and examined its flow - Cloudy!

I started up the inlet and all
the pools were muddied, but the
sediment I was walking on had not
been trodden since the last flood. A
short crawl at one point confirmed
this. My mind jumped to Crochan
Soin Hopkin (CSH). Had the diggers
there had a major breakthrough and
were this minute, walking down a
streamway towards me. I hurried
to the end choke, where the water
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by John Stevens

was still running cloudy. I blew a
whistle but the falling water would
have drowned out that noise rather
quickly. A rather forlorn gesture. I
knew there were two inlets in this
choke, a warm one from Cascade
Sink on the moor above and a second
colder inlet from who knows where.
I thought the muddy water was from
the cold inlet on the left.
During the week that followed I
looked up dye tests for CSH and John
Cooper came back with copies of the
references I had in old newsletters.
A diagram of a dye test of Cascade
Sink indicated that the left hand
inlet was from the sink above. But
I had not noted the cold inlet so
can’t be absolutely sure it was not
running cloudy. I also emailed Paul
Hartwright, one of the main diggers
of CSH. He came back to tell me they
had been digging it 48 hours before I
had seen the discoloured water. As
CSH is 1.7km away as the crow flies,
it could take that long was water to
come through but would it still be
cloudy? I invited Paul to the BBQ, so
Cascade Sink with Andy Farrant
Photo: John Stevens

that he could have a chat with me and
Stuart France. On the BBQ Saturday
I went for a walk with Andy Farrant
to have a look at Cascade Sink to see
if it had changed suddenly. It has the
habit of sometimes been totally full,
other times, empty. We found that it
was about 3m below maximum but
the recent level drop was probably
due to the very dry weather. The flow
in looked very small.
￼ We continued the walk to CSH
and descended to near the 17m pitch.
A very good cold draught emitted
from the cave.
At the BBQ, Paul H, Phil
Checketts (another of the diggers),
Stuart, Andy and myself had a good
chat and concluded a dye test of some
format would be a good idea and
Stuart might be able to create a data
logger to see if we can get a time for
the test. CSH had gained a bit more
depth and length since I saw it about
a year ago but no active streamway
bounding through the hill as yet.
On the 6th July, Mike Read and I

were on the way in to climb in Turkey
Streamway and had a quick diversion
to look at Cascade Inlet. On the
way in and out, the stream was still
running cloudy. It had dropped a fine
brown sediment that had covered all
the rocks. It washed off very easily
with the slightest whoosh of water.
However all of Main Stream was
coloured as well. The last digging
trip to CSH had been the 18th June
(18 days earlier), so the sediment
was not due to the dig.
So where is it coming from
and how? Is it the very low water
conditions? Is it also the reason why
the visibility in Pwll Y Cwm gets
worse in very dry conditions instead
of getting better?
In my rummages looking for dye
tracing information, I came across
some interesting facts: other than
in flood, CSH water ends up in the
Remembrance Series. A test in drier
conditions failed to show a link.
In 1965 C. J. Williams took a
series of water temperatures above
and below of many of the stream
confluences. By using the temperture
differences, he worked out the
relative flow of the two streams
joining as a confluence. This work
was then repeated by I. G. Penney
(IPG) in 1976.
In 65 the flow in low water
conditions was Mainstream 13%
Turkey Stream 73% and Cascade 14%
In 76, in various water flows
from drought to flood (though in

flood it was not possible to take
measurements
downstream
of
Cascade Inlet in Mainstream), it
averaged :Mainstream 22.5%
Turkey Stream 53.6%
Cascade 23.9%.
Other than showing that Turkey
Stream is the main water course
of the system and Main Stream is
an unfortunate misnaming as IGP
pointed out. IGP also concluded that
the relative constant percentage of
Cascade Inlet was due to it draining
the doline above. But this may
not account for the warm and cold
inlets as these were identified later
in that year, and the condition of
Cascade Sink. Was it full in 76 but
empty in 65? By my observations of
Cascade Sink at the end of June, it
seems to show that a lot more water
is emerging from Cascade Inlet than
is sinking in the doline. If the deep
cave (cold) stream is a similar size to
that of Main stream, then a parallel
system to Turkey Stream may well
exist extending up towards CSH.
If this is the case, then deserted
passage may well cross it as they
do Turkey Stream. Lots of ideas and
the only ways to test it are to have a
breakthrough or a series of dye tests.
But why is the water still muddy/
cloudy?
Ref :CSS Newsletter Vol 7 1964-6 page 70 & 74 A thermometer
in Aggy by C.J.Williams
CSS Newsletter Vol 19 1976-7page 16 – 18 Stream
Contributions in the North West Junction / Cascade Inlet
Area of Agen Allwedd by I.G.Penney

The very small flow into Cascade Sink
Photo: John Stevens
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Extracts from the Forum
Compiled by John Cooper
Saturday 26th January 2013.
Ogof Cnwc Bat Count by John Cooper.
John Cooper, Joe Duxbury, John Newton and Paul
Tarrant went into Busman's, both ways, counting
bats . Stopped at the climb down into Antler. 119
(approx) bats counted, all Lesser Horseshoe. 2 1/2
hours.

Saturday 26th January 2013.
Eglwys Faen by Chris Seal.
Stephen, Antoinette, Adam and I went down
Eglwys - for Adam's first caving trip. Counted 20
lesser horseshoes (15 western passage, 2 warren, 3
main passage), plus 2 long eared in main passage
and one myotis in western. Didn't explore eastern
passages.

Yorkshire at Easter
by Paul Tarrant
Some of us managed to get up to the Dales at
Easter as part of a traditional celebration of the
approaching Spring. We centred ourselves on
Ingleton over the last decade but this year decided
to explore other places as Ingleton seems to be
dying on its feet. We chose to stay at the Station Inn
at Ribblehead with its bunkhouse accommodation
being considered more upmarket than the Ingleton
Caravans. More on this later.

Thursday - Met with Barry Weaver at the
Station with the intention of walking Cam Fell to
Hawes where we were to meet with Chris Tomlin,
Judith Mullington, Rick Box, Dave Ramsey and
John and Cath Addison in a pub. The walk started
well with not too much snow in evidence and there
being superb views of the snow clad Three peaks.
As we gained height the snow thickened until we
reached a point with 1.5 metre high drifts blocking
our way. The top .5m of a 2m sign post showed
above the snow in the distance, indicating the way
on and also that we were beat. There was no way we
could get through and so we returned to the car and
instead drove to Hawes to meet up with the rest. The
remainder of the day was spent walking the flanks
of Great Shunner which we walked off in darkness.
Good Friday - Extremely snowy plod up Pen
y Ghent from Horton. Spectacular situations and
bitterly cold. On return we located the open shaft of
Hull Pot which had a fringe of icy javelins around
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it. Superb fish and chip tea in Settle chippy, possibly
best in British Isles?

Saturday - Very sunny and walked up
Ingleborough with even more snow than PYG.
Sunday - Upper Borrins Moor Cave. Very
surreal. Drove to Selside to find no cars there! This
is the main parking spot for Alum Pot and there is
no one there! Quick change and then walked up past
Alum Pot with loads of snow and ice in it to make
it potentially lethal to anyone descending without
crampons. Tried to find our cave but thick drifted snow
does not make this an easy task! Even with a GPS
we could not find its entrance. We found one of the
entrances at mid point and followed a small passage
going from a small sink. This entered a stream way
with water just barely above freezing point. Chris T.
pressed on over cobbled stream bed and was lost to
our view. I had enough of cold water and returned
to surface whilst others explored a bit more. Chris
managed to get all the way through to Upper Long
Churn. Hero! Warmed up in the Hill Inn at Chapel
le Dale. Very accomodating and run by great people.
(Chris Tomlin - I managed to stay fairly dry in the low
pools in Borrins Moor but got very cold as it took me
so long to get through. I actually got colder and colder
in the Hill Inn, just could not warm up. That same trip
would be a blast on a hot summer's day - remember
them? I had a dip in Dr Bannisters Hand-basin once
during a walk on a hot day...)
Monday - Messrs Box, Addison & Weaver went
down Great Douk. I went home.
About the accommodation. Whilst we had been
booked in the Station Inn since early January we
were told that we had been double booked and could
not have the bunk house we had requested. Their
suggested alternative was extremely skanky. The
landlady let us stay in the room we'd booked and
suggested we could be put up in her son's place at the
Craven Heifer at Stainforth for the remainder of the
weekend. Due to the generally unhelpful attitude of
people at the Station Inn, we decided to check other
places out at Horton in Ribblesdale. The Golden Lion
had a reasonable alpine quality bunk house attached
to the pub which sells Timothy Taylor Landlord.
However, there is brand new accommodation to
be had with the Three Peaks Bunk house which we
were able to book into. This is really good place for
a quality kip and ticked all the boxes for us so if yo
are in that neck of the woods, check it out.

21st of May 2013.
Ogof Tarddiad Rhymney by Tim Gibbs.
Dan Thorne, Lisa Boore, Liz Winstanley, Jason
McCorriston and Tim Gibbs
Despite warnings from Liz we decided to
undertake the long walk from the barrier at Trefil to
the cave. It's not since going on long car journeys,
with my siblings as a child, that I have heard the
question "are we nearly there yet?" repeated so
frequently. Eventually we arrived at the cave
and noted the unfriendly looking rocks perched
precariously in the cliff face above.
Entering the cave, those of us who were new to
the cave were impressed by the proportions of the
passage. We continued through the cave exploring
for a while but we were conscious of the long walk
back and decided to exit. We found a few shortcuts
on the way back, but in total we had walked for
three hours for little more than a hour underground.
Several pairs of welly tenderised feet resulted and to
add insult to injury we arrived back at the cars after
closing time. Should have listened to Liz!

13th June 2013.
Agen Allwedd by John Cooper.
John Cooper and Barry Weaver were joined by
Wessex members Emma and John Gisborne. Along
Main Passage and North Wing. Looked into a
scaffolded dig on the right near the end but didn't
follow the bang wire to the bitter end. Some very
corroded clips and rotten wood in there! On the way
back looked along the first few feet of the crawl in
Trident Passage - someone's dug it bigger since I was
last in there. Also a short distance down Southern
Stream Passage and Main Stream Passage. A very
strong draught outwards through the entrance series.
Three and a half hours.
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CO2 levels in
Charterhouse
Cave
Extracts from recent ‘Potterings’ by John Cooper

Saturday 29th June 2013.
Pete Buckley, John Cooper and Ali Moody.
Today we took a CO2 monitor in with us as there
was a suspicion last week of poor air in Route 66.
To our surprise the alarm was triggered (2.5%) as
we dropped into Aragonite Crawl, before we even
reached the end of the 1982 cave. From this point
onwards the alarm was going off at regular intervals. We continued on in and repaired the syphon
tube at Portal Pool. The level was down a good
30cm on last week. Continued into The TimeLine
where we collected the hammer, chisel and crowbar
left last week. Then on through (H)our Chamber and
took the next left (straight on) into RIP Passages. It
was Pete’s first time into this part of the cave and
he found it all rather muddy and horrible. We then
took another left and climbed up into Rhino Passages. Continued along, taking the Southerly branch to
the end choke. Spent a while attacking the left hand
branch rather than the top before deciding it would
be a good dig if near the surface but not here. As
we retreated back to the start of Rhino Passages the
CO2 monitor turned off, not sure if it was accidental
or if it had had enough for the day. (Later learned
it was low battery - Not possible to turn it back on
as it auto calibrates, assuming 0% at the start.) We
then continued south along RIP passages, through
very muddy parts, to re-join Route 66 at the start of
Onion Passage. Back up Route 66 to The Crossing
and up the streamway to our washing off pool, and
boy did we need it today! Back through Portal Pool
and then a pause for chocolate at the Frozen Cascade. Spare digging stuff (a crowbar, long chisel and
spoil bags) were brought out. The CO2 monitor was
returned to Aubrey Newport so he could extract the
relevant readings. 5¼ hours.
Saturday 3rd August 2013.
John Cooper, Michael Kousiounis and Alison Moody.
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Another trip with the CO2 monitor. This time the
alarm started before we even got to the passage
below the Citadel and never stopped. Water levels were all low. We started the syphon at Portal
Pool but it was already the lowest I’ve ever seen it.
Continued on through Diesel Duck and on to The
Flyover. Most of the floor beyond Diesel was clean
washed. Water level had been at the floor that you
stand on before doing the rope climb onto the Flyover traverse itself! Onwards into the 2010 cave. First
we went “up cave” to High Time Aven, then down
past Zebra Junction to Sandworm Dig. This had silted up and the water had been several meters above
this. We didn’t go any further down cave. A steady
retreat to reach the entrance after 4¾ hours.

Time and Locations
Time
0
6
23

Location
Turn on Detector
Entrance (0.0%)
Step Down Into Top End Of The Citadel From
Stream Route (3.4%)
42
Bottom Of Chill Out Choke (2.7%)
56
Dragon Pitch (2.5%)
73
100 Fathom Passage - Sand Dig (3.0%)
78
Portal Pool (2.9%)
83
Beyond Time (3.0%)
91
Start Of Route 66 (4.4%)
104 Diesel Duck (4.2%)
113 Talus Cone Aven (4.4%)
134.5 The Flyover By The (W)Hole Of Time (5.1%)
145 High Time (4.9%)
151.5 High Time Aven (4.5%)
161 Zebra Junction (5.0%)
164 Sandworm U-Tube (5.1%)
194 Quicksand Chamber (3.2%)
297 Entrance
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